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Abstract—This paper describes the redesign of Shimi, a robotic
musical companion, and two projects developed for Shimi. The
first explores Shimi’s ability to communicate emotion through
non-semantic vocal prosody and music-driven gesture. While
Shimi’s voice conveys emotion comparably to test-to-speech
algorithms, the accompanying gestures add more ambiguity
than clarity. The paper outlines potential reasons for the added
ambiguity, and outlines steps to fix this in future work. The
second project details a system that allows Shimi to sing with
and dance to any audio file. The system leverages existing melody
extraction models and real-time DSP to synthesize Shimi’s voice
alongside a user’s library of songs. An Android demo application
communicates with Shimi via Bluetooth, letting users search for
and select songs to play.

I. INTRODUCTION

The robot Shimi is an intelligent musical companion capable
of listening to, moving to, and making music. Shimi was
originally designed as a case study in low-cost personal
robotics, powered by an Android smartphone [1]. While rich
in integrated sensors, Shimi’s original smartphone lacks the
processing power of modern embedded computers. In an
effort to modernize, Shimi was outfitted with an NVIDIA
Jetson TX2, an embedded system-on-module with a quad-core
ARM processor and 8GB GPU. This change in computational
platform required the reimplementation of many software
components in Shimi, as well as the addition of new hardware
components to replace sensors previously embedded in the
smartphone. The first section of this paper addresses these
changes.

In accordance with the modernized hardware and software,
new and modern research goals arose in considering potential
applications of Shimi. One such goal is a result of the
emergence of artificial intelligence (AI) agents in daily life.
Devices from smartphones to kitchen appliances have become
“smart” with the inclusion of voice interfaces and machine
learning algorithms that intelligently parse and respond to
human speech. In most cases, these devices respond to human
speech with synthesized human speech. This can lead to a psy-
chological phenomenon known as the “uncanny valley,” where
humanoid actions of AI evoke a deeply unsettling feeling in
humans. In particular, this occurs when AI actions closely
approximate, but are not identical to, human actions. Text-to-
speech algorithms can inadvertently provoke this phenomenon,
and state-of-the-art algorithms can even pass the uncanny
valley and trick people into believing they are human voices.

The potential for psychological discomfort or betrayal of trust
as a result of text-to-speech implores us to explore alternatives
to text-to-speech in communicating between humans and AI.

Gesture has been shown to be an important facet of com-
munication [2], which leads us to believe that the gestural
capability of robots can be used effectively in communication.
Additionally, speech prosody and contour closely resemble
the musical features of rhythm, pitch, dynamics, and timbre.
Thus, we believe that a combination of music and gesture
can be used to facilitate communication with AI agents, in
a way that avoids the uncanny valley and facilitates trust.
The second subject of this paper explores a voice and gesture
generation system that attempts to express a core component of
communication, emotion [3]. This paper provides emphasis on
the gestural side of this system, and a more complete analysis
of the system can be found in another work [4].

One of the original applications of Shimi was as a musical
companion that was able to appreciate your music as much
as you do [1]. As a result of the previously mentioned voice
and gesture systems, Shimi has the ability to sing and dance
in a unique way. Thus, we sought to apply Shimi’s new-
found musicianship to anyone’s personal library of music.
This requires an audio-only solution for synthesizing Shimi’s
voice and generating gestures. By leveraging existing melody
extraction models, processing output melody data, then using
real-time sample manipulation to play Shimi’s voice alongside
an audio file, Shimi can sing and dance along to any song. This
is the subject of the third section of this paper.

II. SHIMI TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

The original Shimi implementation featured an Android
smartphone for sensor input and main logic control, and an
Arduino Mega which interfaced with Shimi’s motors. Shimi
moves via five Dynamixel MX-28 motors, which communicate
via half-duplex serial communication to a computer sending
motor control commands. In an effort to reduce the size of
components inside of Shimi’s body to incorporate the new
size constraint of the Jetson TX2, the Arduino was replaced
with a dedicated motor controller, an Xevelabs USB2AX.
Instead of using the Java interface to the Arduino in an
Android application running on the smartphone, a codebase in
Python was developed using the library pypot1 to send motor

1https://github.com/poppy-project/pypot



commands through the USB2AX. This codebase in Python
also controls all of Shimi’s additional facilities.

Without the smartphone, new interfaces for audio input
and output were needed. The new Shimi enables both via
a ReSpeaker Mic Array v2.0, which features an array of
four microphones and a built-in line-level audio output. A
software interface was developed to manage hotword detection
of the “Hey Shimi” keyword2, phrase detection, and speech-to-
text using the library speech_recognition3 by Anthony
Zhang, and the Google Speech Recognition API. To physically
include the microphone array, Shimi’s internal subwoofer
was removed as its cutout on the underside of Shimi was
conveniently shaped to the size of the array, and the array
was mounted via a 3D-printed cradle. As a side effect of the
array being mounted upside-down and so close to the surface
Shimi rests on, data from the array’s built-in direction-of-
arrival capability was far noisier than if the microphone was
unoccluded.

A new appendage was designed to replace the smartphone
cradle attached to one of Shimi’s degrees of freedom. This
appendage was designed to hold a USB camera, in a similar
perspective to that of the smartphone (Figure 1). A Python
implementation of the PoseNet skeleton detection model4 was
developed to utilize this camera, but as of yet has not been
used in a Shimi application.

Fig. 1. Rendering of the new Shimi appendage built to replace the smartphone
cradle.

The current Shimi physical design provides no access to
the Jetson’s video output ports, so other mechanisms for
external interfacing with Shimi were developed. First, with
an internet connection Shimi can serve a web page, allowing

2https://github.com/Kitt-AI/snowboy
3https://github.com/Uberi/speech recognition
4https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs-models/tree/master/posenet

for a graphical user interface via the web. This solution is
useful for development and testing, but is not feasible for
general uses as many public internet access points do not allow
access to locally hosted web servers, so this solution would
require a router to travel with Shimi. The Jetson TX2 features
a built-in Bluetooth module, so an interface was developed
to allow communication with Shimi over Bluetooth. This
interface allows Shimi to be discovered by Bluetooth devices
and allows for pairing with one device at a time. Once a device
is paired with Shimi, pairing of new devices is prevented
and Shimi begins to advertise a serial port service on its
Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) server. A predefined service
UUID allows the paired external device to open an RFCOMM
channel with Shimi, allowing for bidirectional communication.
A simple address-data JSON protocol allows both Shimi and
the device to route incoming data to application-specific logic.
An Android application running on an external smartphone
uses this Bluetooth interface to allow users to to select songs
to have Shimi sing and dance along with, and is discussed
later in this paper.

III. MUSIC-DRIVEN GESTURES FOR COMMUNICATING
EMOTION

A. Related Work

There exists a connection between human bodily move-
ments and emotional expression [5], [6]. Humans have the
ability to identify and process emotions expressed through
gesture via “affective channels” [7]–[11] and in the field of
affective computing, attempts are made to allow machines to
process and communicate emotions through these channels
[12]. Non-conscious affective channels have been demon-
strated to communicate compassion, awareness, accuracy, and
competency, making them vital components of social inter-
action with robots [13]. Variety in specific characteristics of
robotic motion have been shown to influence human emotional
response to that motion [14], [15], and emotional intelligence
in robots leads to facilitated human-robot interactions [16]–
[18]. Gesture has been used to accompany speech in robots
to help convey affective information [19], however, to our
knowledge, there is no prior work that attempts to integrate
physical gestures and music-driven prosody to convey robotic
emotional states.

Studies have shown clear correlations between musical
features and movement features, suggesting that a single model
can be used to express emotion through both music and
movement [20]. There exist commonalities between music
and movement, many of which are outlined by Sievers et
al., and these features can also be used to express emotion
[20]. Furthermore, music often induces movement in humans.
The embodiment of this movement has been shown to in
part depend on hierarchical subdivision of the beat, meaning
different parts of the human body move in synchronization
with a combination or equal divisions of the beat [21]. Music
induced movement also demonstrates features correlated to the
perceived emotion of the inducing music [22]. Previous work
on Shimi developed a unique voice capable of singing musical



Fig. 2. Block diagram of the gesture generation system.

phrases generated by a deep neural network trained on music
labeled with valence and arousal measures of emotion [4],
[23].

B. Research Goal

Given the existing research on music and movement rela-
tionships with emotion, we sought to use these relationships
to allow Shimi to express emotion through vocals and gesture.
We hypothesized that through non-semantic prosodic vocaliza-
tions accompanied with low-degree of freedom robotic gesture
humans would be able to correctly classify Shimi’s portrayed
emotion as either happy, calm, sad, or angry, with an accuracy
comparable to that of text-to-speech. Further, we hypothesized
that Shimi’s vocals alone would be less effective than vocals
and gesture in expressing a given emotion.

C. System Overview

An overview of the gesture generation system can be
found in Figure 2. First, a human speaks a phrase to Shimi,
which is analyzed for valence and arousal emotion values.
Next, a musical phrase expressing the detected emotion is
generated as a MIDI file. Then, the MIDI file is analyzed
for musical features such as tempo, range, pitch contour and
note length. This is accomplished with the Python libraries
pretty_midi [24] and music215. Next, these musical
features are mapped to motor movement through a research-
guided rule-based system. These rules were developed as a
compilation of the correlations between music, movement,
and emotion, and are manually designed compositions and
interpretations of the correlations. For example, pitch contour
is used to govern forward-and-backward torso movement.
Sievers et al. notes the impact of leaning forward and back
and musical intervals with respect to emotion expression,

5https://github.com/cuthbertLab/music21

which was found through observation to align with the musical
qualities of the MIDI [20]. These leaning characteristics are
corroborated by Burger, who also notes the effect of arousal
on fluidity and acceleration [22]. Thus, our torso mapping
considers arousal when defining range and amount of move-
ment, which indirectly affects fluidity and acceleration. All of
Shimi’s degrees of freedom are subject to mappings developed
in this way, with parameters such as thresholds and weights
being developed through informal observation.

Additionally, some degrees of freedom are interdependent,
such as neck up-and-down and torso. When Shimi’s torso leans
forward, Shimi’s attached head will be affected as well. As
such, to control where Shimi is looking, any neck gestures
need to know the position of the torso. To accommodate
these interdependencies, when the gesture system is given
input, each degree of freedom’s movements are generated
sequentially and in full.

It is useful to note that the decision to create a rule-based
system was the result of failed attempts at using existing
datasets to generate gestures in a data-driven manner. Many
existing datasets for emotion and gesture or movement were
not suitable for translation to a low degree of freedom robot, as
the movements were subtle [25], or were complex movement
systems of many degrees of freedom [26].

D. Experimental Methodology

To test our hypotheses, we split 22 participants into two
equal groups, one of which observed Shimi moving and
vocalizing with our voice generation system, the other with a
text-to-speech voice designed by CereProc6. Participants were
asked to label each stimulus as one of four valence-arousal
quadrant representative emotions: happy, calm, sad, and angry.
In order to isolate the effectiveness of our systems individually

6https://www.cereproc.com/



TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL STIMULUS TYPES

Name of Stimulus Audio Random Experimental
Audio Only X

Random Gesture, audio X X
Random Gesture, no audio X

Experimental Gesture, audio X X
Experimental Gesture, no audio X X

we formulated five types of stimuli, shown in Table I. Both
groups used the same set of gestures: either deterministic
gestures generated using the previously described system, or
deterministic random gestures. Random gestures were imple-
mented by considering each degree of freedom separately,
restricting their ranges to those implemented in the generative
system, and specifying random individual movement durations
up to half of the length of the full gesture. The random number
generator used in these gestures was seeded with an identifier
unique to the stimuli such that they were deterministic between
participants. Gesture stimuli were presented both with and
without audio, and lasted between one to three seconds. Each
of the five stimuli contained two samples of each valence-
arousal quadrant representative emotion for a total of forty
stimuli.

E. Results
After data was collected, two participant’s emotion predic-

tion data was found to be corrupted due to a problem with the
testing interface, reducing the number of participants in this
portion of the study to 20. First, we considered classification
statistics for the isolated predictions of the two audio classes,
Shimi’s voice and text-to-speech (TTS) voice. While TTS
slightly outperformed Shimi’s voice (F1 score TTS = 0.87
vs. Shimi = 0.63), the confusion matrices show errant
predictions in similar scenarios (see Figure 3 and Figure
4). For example, both audio classes struggle to disambiguate
happy and calm emotions.

Our hope was that adding gestures to accompany the audio
would help to disambiguate emotions. To first test that our
gestures properly encoded emotion, we compared predictions
with Shimi’s voice accompanied by generated gestures and
accompanied by random gestures, the results of which can be
seen in Figures 5 and 6.

While the confusion matrices show a clear prediction im-
provement in using generated gestures over random, the results
are not statistically significant. A two-sided T-test provides a
p-value of 0.089, which does not reject the null hypothesis at
α = 0.05. The confusion matrices for all other conditions can
be found in the Appendix.

Furthermore, contrary to our second hypothesis, the inclu-
sion of gestures alongside audio actually reduced prediction
accuracy. Potential reasons for this are discussed later in this
paper.

F. Discussion
With a small sample size and a statistically insignificant

results, we were instead encouraged by qualitative feedback

Fig. 3. Shimi Audio Only Prediction Confusion Matrix

Fig. 4. Spoken Audio Only Prediction Confusion Matrix

that provided insight into the shortcomings of the gestures, and
can lead us to improvements. For instance, emotions on the
same side of the arousal axis were often hard to disambiguate.
Participants noted, “it was generally difficult to distinguish
happy and angry if there were no sounds (similar situation
between sad and calm)”, “I had some trouble discerning
calm from sad here and there”, and “without speaking, it
was difficult to decipher between anger and excitement...The
general intensity of the emotion was apparent, however.” Cer-
tain movement features led to emotional connections for the
participants, as demonstrated here: “generally, when Shimi put
[sic] it’s head down, I was inclined to say it looked sad. When
it moved more violently, particularly by tapping [sic] it’s foot,
I was inclined to say it was angry or happy”, “more forceful
movements tended to suggest anger”, and “When there was
more severe motion, I associated that with anger...When the
motion was slower I associated it with sad or calm...If the head



was down more I associated it with sad...And I associated it
with happy more when there was sound and more motion.”

Some experimental error may have accrued through the
mixing of stimuli when presented to participants. Each stimuli
was expected to be independent but some feedback expressed
otherwise, such as: “the gestures with no audio seemed to be
frequently followed by the same gesture with audio, and it
was much easier to determine emotion with the presence of
audio.” The presentation of stimuli may have led participants
to choose an emotion based on how we ordered stimuli, rather
than their perceived emotion of Shimi.

Fig. 5. Shimi Audio, Generated Gesture Prediction Confusion Matrix

Fig. 6. Shimi Audio, Random Gesture Only Prediction Confusion Matrix

G. Future Work

To continue to gauge the effectiveness of music-driven
gesture generation, experiments with greater sample sizes
should be ran. Additionally, isolating the stimuli types may
avoid the confounding of variables exhibited in this study.

While the results did not fully confirm our hypotheses
on the effectiveness of music-driven gesture to communicate
emotion, they are a starting point for alternative methods
of communicating with artificial intelligence agents. There
are movement theories and frameworks that exist to govern
movement that arise in other artistic disciplines such as
dance, theater, and animation [27], [28] which have also been
applied to robotics with some success [29], [30]. The heuristic
mapping of music features to movement features developed
in this gesture generation system may be more successful in
conjunction with another movement analysis system.

A way to handle the inability to disambiguate between
emotions may be to exaggerate the gestures, thus exaggerating
the differences between each emotion’s mappings. Studies
have shown humans are increasingly engaged with robots
demonstrating exaggerated motion [31], which may lead to
better communication through affective channels. Additionally,
this experiment was ran prior to the development of the
appendage shown in Figure 1. Instead, Shimi featured a half-
sphere cap on that degree of freedom, which exhibits radial
symmetry that makes motion less obvious. Running new trials
with gestures designed for a radially asymmetric appendage
that may relate to recognizable human appendages (such as
an arm or hand) may exhibit better results.

IV. VOCALIST SHIMI

A. Related Work

One common symbolic representation of music is the MIDI
specification [32]. MIDI is a useful representation for analy-
sis and resynthesis, which makes an audio-to-MIDI process
desirable. However, efforts to convert general audio data to
MIDI are limited by the difficulty of polyphonic pitch tracking
and transcription, which is considerably error-prone even at
the state-of-the-art [33], [34]. Another approach to audio-to-
MIDI is by aligning audio to existing human-made MIDI
transcriptions, which has been done with some success [35],
[36]. While the MIDI format is convenient and ubiquitous,
its quantization processes limits musical expressivity in MIDI
synthesis. As a result, synthesized MIDI data often features
a “humanizing” pre-processing step which adds randomized
deviations in pitch, rhythm, and other musical features that
often exist in human performance but are absent in the
quantized MIDI specification [37]–[39]. Another application
of music information retrieval in audio analysis is audio
melody extraction. Melody extraction algorithms provide an
estimation of melodic pitch over time directly from analysis
of raw audio. Models at the current state-of-the-art perform
melody extraction with reasonable levels of error [40], [41].

B. System Overview

The voice generation system Shimi employs begins by
generating audio files of a known pitch and duration, which
must then be processed and sequenced according to musical
data. In the previously described emotion communication
system, the musical data used to sequence Shimi audio files
is in the MIDI format. One approach to have Shimi sing



Fig. 7. Block diagram of the Vocalist Shimi system.

along with an audio file would be to sequence Shimi audio
alongside an aligned MIDI transcription of the song, and
utilize humanization techniques to add musical expressivity.
However, this would require a corpus of MIDI transcriptions,
and would not afford Shimi the ability to sing along with any
song in a user’s library. Instead, we chose an purely audio-
based approach which not only allows for any song to be
sung with, but inherently retains more musicality than having
to humanize and add expressivity in MIDI synthesis.

For Shimi to be able to sing along with any audio file, we
developed a method to extract the melody from the audio file
and synthesize Shimi’s voice to the melody, played back in
time with the original audio (Figure 7). Two melody extraction
models were used and compared with informal observation.
The first is Melodia, which extracts multiple pitch contours
from an audio file and through musical feature analysis and
statistical comparisons chooses the best estimate of which
contour is melody, as opposed to other harmonic pitch content
[27]. The second is a deep learning approach utilizing transfer
learning by using a convolutional neural network first trained
on symbolic music data to perform semantic segmentation on
an audio file [28]. The motivation for this is that symbolic
music data contains more information on the structure of
music, and thus where to find the melody, which provides
better insight when applied to audio domain semantic segmen-
tation. This is implemented via a progressive neural network,
where parameters are shared between the symbolic model
and the audio model. Thus, the final model takes audio as
input, and through symbolic-informed parameters, predicts the
melody at accuracies near the state-of-the-art. The output of
both models is a list of frequency estimates over time, with
Melodia featuring an estimation rate of approximately 300
estimates/second, and the deep learning model approximately
50 estimates/second.

While both systems exhibit state-of-the-art accuracy, neither
model’s output is devoid of noise and artifacts. Thus, for Shimi
to sing with convincingly human aptitude, post-processing
of the model outputs is necessary. Additionally, both models

show error in slightly different ways. Melodia tends to elide
notes inappropriately, creating one long note where multiple
syllables occur in the original file (false positives). The deep
learning model does the opposite, often making pitch estimates
of zero in the middle of notes (false negatives). When account-
ing for these errors, it is easier to work with the false negatives
of the deep learning model, as we can predict when dropped
estimates should be part of a musical note. It is much harder
to identify and remove the false information of the Melodia
model. So, while the system can play the output of either
model, the deep learning model is the primary model chosen
for presentation.

Post-processing is applied using four distinct methods: false
negative smoothing, false positive removal, spike removal, and
octave adjustment. False negative smoothing first considers the
zero estimates in between non-zero estimates. If the length of
time between two non-zero estimates is very small, i.e. less
than a defined smoothing parameter, the non-zero estimates
are filled in through linear interpolation of the existing esti-
mates. The value of the smoothing parameter was set through
informal observation of multiple values. False positive removal
is the inverse of false negative smoothing, and considers the
length of sequences of consecutive estimates. If the models
were perfectly accurate, these sequences would be the precise
length of every note in the melody. Thus, if a sequence
is shorter than a realistic note length, the sequence can be
considered a false positive. It is important to note that false
positive removal is performed after false negative smoothing,
so that originally broken sequences that were considered to be
notes in false negative smoothing are not potentially removed
as false positives.

The third method of post-processing is spike removal, which
traverses consecutive sequences of estimates (notes) and looks
to adjust any estimates that seem unrealistic in the context
of the note. Sometimes, the models produce outliers where
individual estimates are significantly higher or lower than the
estimates immediately around them. Spike removal looks at
the estimates immediately before and after one estimate in a



note. If the ratio between the estimate and its neighbors violate
a defined spike tolerance parameter, the estimate is considered
a spike, and its value is replaced with a linear interpolation
between the neighboring estimates. If a spike occurs at the
beginning or end of a note, its estimate is simply set to zero.

Finally, octave adjustment, similarly to spike removal, at-
tempts to fix range misalignments in frequency estimations. It
does this in two steps, first considering misalignments within
a note, then considering misalignments between notes. Both
steps are implemented in a similar way: a parametric distance
is defined over which to calculate the average frequency before
and after an estimate or note in question. The forward and
backward averages are combined into a weighted “surround-
ing” average frequency, which is then compared with the
current estimate/note. If the current frequency is outside of
the octave range (plus/minus a parametric tolerance) of the
surrounding average, the current frequency is raised/lowered
by an octave(s) until it is in the proper range. Within a note,
this behaves similarly to spike removal, the only difference be-
ing the adjustment is always an octave change of the estimate,
not a linear interpolation. Between notes, this seeks to ensure
that the range of the melody is not rapidly fluctuating. The
parameters of averaging distance and range tolerance were
chosen in part through knowledge of musical structure and
performance—deviations within a note are essentially vibrato,
and rarely feature large intervals. Similarly, melodies rarely
feature intervals much larger than an octave. These musical
heuristics as well as informal observation led to values being
chosen for these parameters.

Once the time-frequency data has been post-processed,
Shimi is ready to sing by time- and pitch-shifting audio
samples in time with and according to the melody data. This is
accomplished using the phase vocoder analysis and synthesis
tools in pyo7, a real-time DSP library in Python. Four pre-
generated Shimi vocalizations, each 500ms long and pitched
at 440Hz, are combined into a single audio file and processed
via phase vocoder analysis. Phase vocoder analysis is highly
resource intensive, and parallel analysis and synthesis of the
four vocalizations led to stuttering in playback, so the samples
were combined into a single audio file to be processed. Upon
playback the read pointer of the sample player is adjusted to
the location in the file at which the desired vocalization to be
played begins.

Before playback, the notes of the time-frequency data are
analyzed for their length, and the necessary playback speed
of one 500ms Shimi vocalization for each note is calculated.
Upon playback, a sample-accurate timing construct in pyo
calls a Python function every te seconds, where te is the
estimation period of the melody extraction model. The func-
tion called updates the phase vocoder synthesizer transposition
factor to reflect the current frequency value. Additionally, if
the point in time is the start of a note it sets phase vocoder
synthesizer playback rate accordingly, and if it is the end of
a note it stops playback from the synthesizer. Playback starts

7http://ajaxsoundstudio.com/software/pyo/

by starting the original audio playback and the phase vocoder
synthesizer and function calling process at the same time.

An effort has also been made to make Shimi’s singing
dynamically expressive. pyo has a built-in object capable of
taking two signals and changing the energy of one signal to
match the energy of the other. This Balance object is used to
match Shimi’s vocal output with a filtered signal of the original
audio. In the best case, the comparative signal used to balance
Shimi’s output would be the isolated audio of the melody. In
practice, understanding and isolating the source of the melody
in audio is an unsolved problem. As a temporary solution,
we make the assumption that the frequency bandwidth of the
melody is likely to reside in the human vocal range. Thus, we
provide the Balance object Shimi’s vocal signal and a bandpass
filtered signal of the original audio with filter center frequency
800Hz and a Q-factor of 0.75. These parameters provided the
most consistent results through informal experimentation.

Lastly, a very basic generative gesture system has been
implemented to accompany the audio playback. When the
original track is selected, a tempo estimate for the entire track
is gathered. This tempo is then used to guide Shimi’s foot
and torso movement to the beat, alongside random paths of
motion for the neck degrees of freedom. These motions are
are generated in full before audio playback, started in time
with the audio, and run the length of the audio.

C. Demonstration Application

To display Shimi’s ability to sing along to any audio file,
a demonstration application was developed in the form of
an Android app. Users can use this app to browse a library
of over 17,000 songs Shimi has pre-processed and stored
in memory. Pre-processing was performed as the melody
extraction process takes multiple minutes on Shimi’s computer,
but can be done in a few seconds on a server with more RAM.
If connected to the internet, Shimi does have the ability to send
any audio file to a remote server where melody extraction
processing occurs on-demand. For portability, the internet
dependency is removed, and the application only considers
the songs stored on Shimi.

The audio files and metadata describing them are taken
from a subset of the Million Song Dataset [42], specifically
those also included in the Lahk MIDI Dataset [36]. The
audio files are preview clips scraped from 7digital8, and are
approximately 30 to 90 seconds in length. While the preview
nature of these clips occasionally captures only parts of the
song without notable melody, the large collection of copyright-
free songs is suitable for demonstration purposes.

The Android application programmatically enables Blue-
tooth on the phone and seeks a connection with Shimi. When
Shimi is found and paired, an RFCOMM communication
channel is created, which allows the app and Shimi to com-
municate over a wireless serial protocol. The app displays an
alphabetical list of all songs available, with a search bar that
prompts for an artist, song title, or album. When a search query

8https://www.7digital.com/



Fig. 8. Screen capture of the singing demonstration Android app.

is input by the app user, it is sent to Shimi over Bluetooth,
which queries a SQLite database on Shimi containing metadata
about the songs available to play. The results of the query are
then sent back to the app and displayed in a list with a button to
“Play” each song on Shimi. Pressing the button communicates
back to Shimi, who begins to play, sing, and dance to the track
chosen. A screen capture of the interface can be seen in Figure
8.

D. Next Steps

In Shimi’s vocal pipeline numerous constants are chosen in-
formally based on musical knowledge and observation. While
the chosen values demonstrate adequate results, a program-
matic analysis of many values for these parameters may yield
better results.

Additionally, some assumptions made in the vocal process
are noticeably invalid at times. This particularly true with
the dynamic balancing technique of using a bandpass filtered
signal to manage Shimi’s dynamics. When instruments such
as electric guitar or brass instruments enter the pass band
of the filter while melody is detected, Shimi’s vocal swells
noticeably and inappropriately. Some method of isolating the
melody in audio more consistently or smoothing the output of
the balanced Shimi vocal could help solve this problem.

Some initial experimentation has been done to improve
the intelligence of the syllables Shimi chooses to sing. One
such attempt seeks to have Shimi sing made-up words derived
from phoneme analysis of the English language. There are
many examples of fake languages in popular culture such as

the character Woodstock in the animated “Peanuts” cartoon,
and the characters in the video game “Animal Crossing”. For
Shimi, a Markov chain was trained on the phonemes of words
from the CMU Pronunciation Dictionary, which allows for
language-independent words to be formed as sequences of
phonemes. New Shimi vocal samples were generated from
audio pronunciations of each phoneme, which can be time-
stretched and pitch-shifted in the same manner as the previous
Shimi samples. Research questions emerge in how to best
assign phonemes to musical notes, as musical notes often align
with syllables, not individual phonemes. How much should
consonant phonemes versus vowel phonemes be weighted with
respect to time within a note? Is there a way to interpolate be-
tween phoneme sounds to more accurate reconstruct syllables?

Previous work on Shimi implemented audio feature-driven
gestures, which would be highly applicable to this demon-
stration. Pre-analysis of an audio file with gesture generation
implemented similarly to the current system is an easily attain-
able next step. A further reach would be to develop a system
that is able to adjust motor positions more readily in real-
time, without the need to pre-analyze the audio beforehand.
Even further, if the melody extraction models can be made to
operate on short blocks of data, perhaps real- or near real-time
sing-along with human musicians is possible.
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APPENDIX

Emotion Communication Experiment Confusion Matrices

Fig. 9. Shimi Overall Prediction Confusion Matrix



Fig. 10. No Audio (Shimi), Generated Gesture Prediction Confusion Matrix

Fig. 11. No Audio (Shimi), Random Gesture Prediction Confusion Matrix

Fig. 12. Spoken Overall Prediction Confusion Matrix

Fig. 13. No Audio (Spoken), Generated Gesture Prediction Confusion Matrix

Fig. 14. No Audio (Spoken), Random Gesture Prediction Confusion Matrix

Fig. 15. Spoken Audio, Generated Gesture Prediction Confusion Matrix


